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Abstract
The prodigious potential offered by the ever-growing computing infrastructure is fostering the use of
large eddy simulation for automotive aerodynamics. This approach, which resolves the larger dynamically
important eddies and models only the smaller ones, provides significant improvement over RANS when
there are important separated regions or transient phenomena such as noise generation.
In the search for high fidelity LES solution Alya has recently undergone a significant transformation
departing from the use of the Variational Multiscale approach and implicit temporal discretization.
Nowadays, Alya has switched to an explicit temporal discretization, without any stabilization other than
the pressure stabilization introduced by the fractional step scheme. When using a energy conserving
discretization for the convective term together with an explicit turbulent model, numerical stabilization
of the convective term in the Navier Stokes equations is not needed. The Vreman turbulence model is
used in this work. For the simulation of high Reynolds number turbulent flows, such as those encountered
in automotive applications, the use of wall modeling is mandatory with current computational resources.
Significant improvements in the implementation of wall modeling for finite element methods proposed
recently are tested in this work for highly complex geometries. Comparison of the numerical results for
both the Ahmed and DrivAer bodies against experimental results from the literature shows that Alya
can provide very accurate results.
1 Introduction
Due to legislation to reduce the emission of greenhouse effect gases, the automotive industry has been
forced to decrease the energy consumption of their vehicles. As a consequence, it makes a lot of sense to
increase the effort to reduce fuel consumption by diminishing the aerodynamic drag forces which account
for approximately 60% of the fuel consumption under normal highway driving conditions. Moreover, for
electric vehicles that are expected to dominate the market the next decade, range is one the most important
challenges. It can be improved by means of increasing the size, weight and cost of batteries or by aerodynamic
drag reduction. Hence, external aerodynamic is one of the most important aspects of road vehicles design
due to its impact on performance features such as dynamic behavior, noise and energy consumption.
For the improvement and optimization of the car geometry design, it is essential to comprehend the flow
structures it generates. This can be done using both numerical or experimental methods. Thanks to the
huge advances in computational fluids dynamics coupled to constant reduction of the cost of computational
hardware, numerical methods are constantly increasing their share in the design process. However, due to the
high complexity of turbulent flows around complex geometries at high Reynolds numbers, car companies still
rely on blend between numerical simulations and wind tunnel data for their design process. Experimental
data are constantantly used to validate and improve numerical models.
Unfortunately most of the experimental data available to the research community corresponds to simpli-
fied car models such as the Ahmed [1] and SAE [2] cars which do not capture all of the complex phenomena
around real cars. Experimental data for production vehicles is usually of limited access due to its confiden-
tiality. The DrivAer body has been developed at the Institute of Aerodynamics and Fluid Mechanics at the
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Technische UniversitâĂřt MÂÿnchen (TUM) [3, 4, 5] to close the gap between simplified and real cars. The
first experimental simulations of the DrivAer body (2012) were carried out in the updated Wind Tunnel of
the previously mentioned institute. Since then, different experimental and numerical simulations have been
performed. On the experimental side, additional research has been accomplished at the Institute of Fluid
Dynamics and Technical Acoustics at the “Technische UniversitâĂřt Berlin”(TUB) [6, 7]. The numerical
background focuses mainly on RANS and DES simulations (see Ashton et al. [8] or Guilmeneau [9, 10]).
Little research has been performed using LES [11]. Our objective is to better understand the flow by means
of LES and assess the performance of the HPC code Alya first for both the Ahmed and DrivAer models.
The validation starts with the Ahmed [1] car which has latter been experimentally tested by Lienhart et
at. [12] with the objective to develop, refine, and validate turbulence models and is therefore perfectly suited
for our objective. Moreover, taking advantage of observations made by Krajnovic et al. [13] the Reynolds
number is reduced to 200000 and thus the use of wall functions is avoided. In this way, validation with
the simplified geometry focuses on the LES model while the coupling between the LES model and the wall
modeling is performed with the DrivAer body.
In Section 2 a brief overview of the physical and numerical model used in this work is presented. Our
recent improvements to the wall modeling approach for LES are summarized in 3. The numerical results and
their comparison with experimental results available in the literature, for both the simplified and realistic
car bodies are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2 Physical and Numerical model
Alya is a high performance computing multiphysics code developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center.
It has been designed from scratch for massively parallel supercomputers, and it is part of the PRACE
benchmark suite for Computational Fluid Dynamics. For further details on its computational capabilities
and scalability results up to 100.000 processors the reader is referred to [14]. The incompressible Navier
Stokes module used in this work is based on a standard Galerkin Finite Element discretization.
For LES some kind of dissipation must be introduced to take into account the effect of the subgrid scales.
Within the finite element community a widely accepted approach is to introduce this dissipation implicitly by
means of a suitably designed numerical method [15, 16, 17]. Outside the finite element community, the most
widespread approach is to resort to an explicit turbulent viscosity thus uncoupling the numerical method
from the physical one. In the work we follow the latter approach which has proved to provide superior
results for turbulent flows [18] even with a finite element discretization. The eddy viscosity model proposed
by Vreman [19] is used.
For turbulent high Reynolds number flows a discretization of the convective term that conserves kinetic
energy has been widely recognized as a key ingredient for obtaining stable high accuracy solutions without
artificial numerical dissipation [20, 21, 22, 23]. In the LES context numerical dissipation can alter the
energy cascade, and thus the transfer of energy to the small scales. As initially proposed by Verstappen
and Veldman [22], the key idea of the method we use is that the discrete problem mimics the fundamental
properties of the continuous Navier Stokes equations: the convective operator is approximated by a skew-
symmetric operator that conserves energy, the pressure gradient operator is equal to the transpose of the
divergence operator and, the diffusive operator is approximated by a symmetric, positive-definite matrix.
In the finite volume context the method has been extended to unstructured collocated grids in [24, 23]. In
the finite element context an equivalent scheme is recovered when standard Galerkin discretization (without
any added stabilization) is used; together with an energy conserving discretization for the convective term
and linear equal order interpolation for velocity and pressure. Since this interpolation does not satisfy the
inf-sup condition, a fractional step scheme[25, 26] is used to introduce the required pressure stabilization [27].
It does not depend on user defined parameters and introduces a kinetic energy dissipation of O (δt ∗ hp+1)
where δt is the time step size, h is the mesh size and p is the order of finite element functions [18]. For linear
elements the dissipation is of O (δt ∗ h2), as in the unstructured collocated finite volume scheme [24, 23],
while higher order spatial interpolations lead to reduced dissipation. Two key features of the proposed
numerical formulation are the avoidance of user defined parameters and its simplicity since only Galerkin
terms are used. In the present work only linear elements have been used due to meshing limitations but very
promising results have already been obtained for simple geometries with quadratic elements [18].
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For the discretization of the convective term the EMA scheme recently proposed in [28] is used. This
work also includes a complete review of the different discretizations for the convective term within the FE
context and their conservation properties. The EMA scheme not only conserves kinetic energy but also
momentum and angular momentum. In our experience, it provides better results than the skew-symmetric
form which only conserves kinetic energy.
A Runge-Kutta explicit temporal discretization is used for both convective and diffusive terms. For the
examples presented in this work, a third order version is used since it has proven to provide the best balance
between accuracy and computation cost for time step sizes used in this work, which must accurately resolve
the temporal scales present in the flow. This explicit temporal discretization introduces a kinetic energy
dissipation of O (δt3). Alternative Runge-Kutta schemes with lower dissipation have been proposed in [29]
which introduce noticeable improvement in other cases but not in those presented in this paper. In order to
reduce the computational cost, we have used the approximate projection method proposed in [30]. It allows
to solve the linear system for the pressure only once per time step instead of once per Runge-Kutta substep.
In the examples presented in this work, no degradation of the the results has been observed due to its use.
An eigenvalue-based time-step estimator [31] is used to adaptively determine the time step size.
3 Wall modeling
In order to deal with high Reynolds numbers typical of real automotive applications, the use of wall modeling
is mandatory. The size of the dynamically important vortices at high Reynolds numbers becomes too small
close to the wall to be resolved even with the most powerful available supercomputers available nowadays or
those foreseeable in the close future. Therefore, the inner part of the boundary layer needs to be modeled.
Wall modeling for large eddy simulation is an active area of research and the reader is referred to [32, 33,
34, 35] for additional information on the subject and estimations of the cost of wall resolved simulations.
The classical finite element approach for wall modeling [36] supposes that there exists a very thin region
close to the wall that is not actually included in the mesh as shown in Figure 1. That is, the mesh starts at a
distance, d, from the wall. In this region the flow is modeled using Reichardt’s extended law of the wall [37].
The normal component of the velocity at point A is prescribed prescribed to zero. The tangential velocity
modulus and the distance to wall, d, are used to calculate a tangential traction that is applied in the opposite
direction to the velocity. According to the classification presented in a recent review by Larsson et al. [34]
the classical approach used by the finite element community can be classified as a hybrid LES/RANS model,
since the LES is not actually extending all the way to the real wall. Instead in classical finite volume and
finite difference implementations the LES mesh extends all the way to the wall and can thus be classified as
a wall-stress model. We have recently discovered that the classical finite element approach for implementing
the wall law for LES provides quite poor results [38].
In the search for better wall modeling approaches for finite element LES, the work by Kawai and Larsson
[39], has recently been adapted to finite elements with spectacular results. For a channel flow at Reτ = 2000
on a 643 grid, switching from the classical finite element approach to the approach proposed in [39], the
error in the mean velocity was reduced by nearly an order of magnitude [38]. The key difference in the new
approach is that the mesh extends all the way to the wall and the velocity used to obtain the traction to
be applied at the wall ( point B in Figure 1) is that of some point ( point D in Figure 1) at a user defined
distance from the wall in the normal direction. When this distance is chosen as the normal size the first
element, a method that is equivalent to the classical implementation used by the finite difference community
is recovered. Cabot and Moin [40] explain that part of the wall modeling errors are due to subgrid modeling
inaccuracies in the first few off-wall nodes as a result of the wall proximity. Based on this observation, Kawai
and Larsson [39] have proposed that better results, including a reduction in the logarithmic layer mismatch,
can be obtained by using the velocity at a point further away from the wall to calculate the traction to be
applied at the wall. From the previous observations , the usage of the velocity at point A (Figure 1), as in
done in the classical finite element approach, seems to be the worse option. The results in [38] show that,
as suggested in [39], using the velocity at a point further towards the interior of the domain (point D in
Figure 1) instead of the velocity at the first node from the wall (point C in Figure 1) helps to improve the
solution. Moreover, it is shown that either of those two solutions is much better than the one obtained with
the classical finite element approach.
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Figure 1: Standard finite element wall modeling approach (left) and improved alternative (right)
In [34] it is suggested that the velocity used to calculate the traction at the wall is obtained at a distance
corresponding to 20 percent of the boundary layer height. From the visual observation of preliminary
simulations we have chosen this distance as 4 times the height of the first element. In a recent publication
[41], it is mentioned that one of the biggest drawbacks of the formulation proposed by Kawai and Larsson [39]
is that the the method is not well suited for complex geometries and an alternative method is proposed. We
are not in the position to suggest which approach is better, but we believe that the wall modeled numerical
examples presented in this work show that significant geometrical complexity can be handled. In order to
do so, a solution must be adopted for small gaps. In such cases, the point where the velocity is obtained (
point D in Figure 1) might fall outside the fluid domain. For such points, the approach we have followed is
to reduce the distance by half iteratively until the point falls inside the domain. Those points are typically
found in regions where the validity of the wall law is debatable anyway. Moreover, in the worse case scenario,
something similar to the classical finite difference/volume approach is recovered for those points while the
rest benefit from the improved treatment. The wall modeled results in this work are possibly the most
geometrically complex examples of the application of the method suggested by Kawai and Larsson [39].
4 Ahmed car
The Ahmed car is probably the most well known simplified car model used for vehicle aerodynamics. The
front part has a rounded shape and at the rear the top ends at a slant angle. Ahmed proposed the shape and
experimentally studied the effect of the slant angle. Despite the simplified geometry, it exhibits most of the
flow features encountered in rear part of real cars such as the large recirculation zone and a complex vortex
interaction of the flow coming from the slant side edges. It was observed that most of the drag is produced
at the rear end and that its behaviour changes significantly at a slant angle of 30 degrees which corresponds
to the maximum drag. Above this angle, the drag coefficient falls significantly due to a an important change
in the flow pattern characterized by weaker lateral counter rotating vortices, separation along all of the top
edge and no flow reattachment. For slant angles smaller than 30 degrees, the flow separates only in the
center of the top edge and the much stronger counter-rotating vortices induce the flow to reattach at the
slanted surface.
Lienhart et at. [12] experimentally tested the model using laser doppler anemometry for two slant angles
at five degrees to each side of the critical value with the objective to develop, refine, and validate turbulence
models. While the 35 degree has proved to be easy to reproduce correctly with RANS turbulence, the
complex flow pattern behind the car at a 25 degree slant angle has not been simulated satisfactorily with
RANS turbulence models. The latter has thus become the most chosen case for LES and DES simulations.
Despite the the simplicity of the geometry compared to a real car, the case has not been simple to simulate
even with such approaches .
Based on the previous observations, in this work a 25 degree slant angle is simulated using LES. Taking
advantage of the conclusions from [13] that show that the flow is insensitive to the Reynolds number between
Re = 2.0 · 105 and Re = 7.68 · 105, simulations are performed at the lower value so that this case is used
to validate the LES implementation while wall modeling is tested in the DrivAer example. An unstructured
mesh with 14M tetrahedral and prism elements and 5.6M nodes is used. The mesh has been refined close to
the body and mainly in the recirculation region formed behind the car as can be seen in Figure 2. The time
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Figure 2: Mesh for the Ahmed body
Figure 3: Q criterion of the instantaneous vorticity showing the mains flow structures
step has been chosen adaptively setting a CFL value of 0.5 according to the method mentioned in Section
2. A total of 10 time units have been run and the average results correspond to the last 3 time units.
The isosurface for the Q criterion of the vorticity (Figure 3) allows to visualize most of the flow structures
occurring behind the body. Several horseshoe vortex can be observed on the upper region of the rear slant
surface together one corner vortex on each side.
A pressure drag of 0.234 and a total drag of 0.285 are obtained numerically. These results match the
experimental results [1] much better than those obtained in [42, 43, 44].
5 DrivAer
The second case is a realistic generic car model called the DrivAer body that has become widely accepted
within the aerodynamics community. The model has been developed at TUM, where it has been experimen-
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tally tested using a 40% scaled model [3, 4, 5, 45] at Re = 4.87 · 106. In the Munich wind tunnel, cases with
and without moving ground have been simulated taking advantage of the belted wind tunnel. There exist
some small discrepancies between the values presented in the different works. To exemplify the differences
we shall concentrate in the Fastback model with Smooth underbody, Mirrors and Wheels (F_S_wM_wW).
Experimental results with and without ground simulation are presented in Table 1 and 2 respectively. For
the case with ground simulation, there is a difference of 0.022 between the maximum and minimum values
for the drag coefficient while the first author is the the same for both works. Only one lift value is available.
Moreover, the wheels that have been used do not match those of the DrivAer model. Instead generic wheels
with a slightly different shape, diameter and width have been used [45]. For the case without ground simu-
lation a 25% scaled model at Re from 0.75 · 106 to 2.8 · 106 has been tested at the a wind tunnel in Berlin
[6, 7]. Despite the Reynolds number is lower, in [6] a nearly independent behavior of the drag coefficient for
Reynolds numbers above Re = 2.25 · 106is observed. Their results are also included in Table 2. The drag
coefficient differs up to 0.012 even for cases tested in the same wind tunnel. For the case without ground
simulation three different lift values are provided, the maximum difference is 0.153 and corresponds to two
test performed at the wind tunnel in Berlin [6, 7]. The second publication [7] does not even mention the
difference with the previous one. Comparing with the results from [5] does not allow to make a clear choice
either. Therefore the main conclusion is that there is some spread in the drag coefficient that could provide
some idea of the accuracy of the measurement. For the lift coefficient the spread is so big that is quite
difficult to say which might be the correct result.
In [3, 4, 45] there is no specification of the position of the wheel relative to the ground but we suppose
it is in contact with it, at least for the cases involving moving ground. For the numerical modeling this
introduces significant difficulties in generating the mesh. In [6] it is specified that there exists a gap between
the ground and the wheel of 1.5 mm and that the distance between the center of the wheel and ground is 83
mm. Since the radius of the DrivAer wheel model scaled to 25% is 79.625 mm it seems that some generic
wheel must have been used. In [7] the gap between the wheel and the ground is also 1.5 mm but there is no
information about the wheel diameter. We would like to think that the correct wheel has been used in [7]
and that this explains the differences in drag coefficient with [6] . It is hard to believe that it could explain
the differences in lift coefficient. Numerical results have been obtained using an IDDES approach in [46, 47]
for the fastback geometry.
w/o GS w GS
CD CL CD CL
Numerical 0.262 -0.111 0.265 -0.022
Heft [5] 0.261 0.01 0.265 -0.06
Heft [3] 0.254 n/a 0.243 n/a
Heft [4] n/a n/a 0.241 n/a
Wieser [7] 0.258 -0.096 n/a n/a
Strangfeld [6] 0.249 0.057 n/a n/a
Mack [45] 0.249 n/a 0.247 n/a
Table 1: CD and CL Fastback configuration
Refinement Zones Max Surface Length mm Max Volume Length mm
Green 10 20
Red 20 40
Blue 40 80
Table 2: Maximum element size for each refinement zone
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Figure 4: Computational domain and different refinement zones
Figure 5: Q criterion for the vorticity colored by the velocity magnitude for the Drivaer with rotating wheels
The computational domain has a length of 10L, a height of 8H and a width of 11W, where the vehicle
is situated at 2L from the inlet boundary at the symmetry plane as shown in Figure 4. The Figure also
includes a detail of the refinement zones. The sizes used in the different zones are presented in Table 2.
In this work, the fastback geometry with smooth underbody, mirrors and both moving and fixed ground
is simulated. The Reynolds number with respect to the vehicle length is Re = 4.87 · 106 which requires the
use of wall modeled LES. In Figure 5 the Q criterion for the vorticity colored by the velocity magnitude for
the fastback case with rotating wheels is presented. For this case the drag coefficient, Cd = 0.265, and the
lift coefficient, Cl = −0.022, are in good agreement with experimental results [5].
Figure 6 combines the pressure coefficient over the car body with the streamlines for the mean flow for the
fastback DrivAer model in the case without moving ground so that the results are comparable with those
from [6]. The flow pattern in the symmetry plane compares well with the experimental results from [6].
Instead there is some deviation for the pressure coefficient. However, there seem to be some inconsistencies
in the pressure coefficient results in [6] as can be seen by comparing their Figures 6 and 7.
Finally, the streamlines for the mean flow at the car rear are shown in Figure 7. A good match with the
experimental surface visualization presented in [7] is obtained.
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Figure 6: Pressure coefficient and line integral convolution on symmetry plane for the average flow
Figure 7: Streamlines for the average flow
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6 Conclusions
The validation of the Alya code against experimental results for two car bodies shows an acceptable be-
haviour, but slightly different trends are observed. While the the geometry of the first case is much simpler
that the first one, available numerical results from the literature show that it is actually a much harder
case to predict numerically. Alya performs very well for this case. For the DrivAer benchmark, there is a
smaller spread between the numerical results despite the much higher complexity of the geometry. Moreover
the spread in the numerical results is comparable with the spread of the experimental results. While the
experimental results from [12] have been performed with the specific objective to develop, refine, and validate
turbulence models, the objective of the experimental results for the DrivAer body seem to be more general.
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